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ON THE SCIENCE. OF SLEEP AND DREAMS. and the renewal of its substance. The action of the heart is lates that an English officer who accompanied the expedition 

diminished to a speed varying from three to ten strokes; the to Ludwigsburg in 1758 dreamed, to the great delight of hiB 
From ancient times sleep and dreams have been regarded blood comes less often into contact with the general struc- comrades, any kind of dream they chose, according to the 

by philosophers and students of nature with the'deepest in- ture, and, there�ore, impal'ts to it less oxygen. Naturally, words they whispered in his ear. Another example is given 
terest. It is, therefore, the more remarkable that until very therefore, the functions of the bodily organs generally are by Kluge: A rejected lover, who had secured the favor of the 
recently one of the most important questions in connection li mitEd, and, above all, suff "rs that very important organ, the lady's mother, obtained permission to whisper his name in 
with t' e theme-namely, the cause of sleep and the reason brain, of which we must further speak. her ear while she slept. Very soon there was a remarkable 
of its periojical return, has been but very imperfectly an- The brain is that organ by which we discharge our mental change in her conduct towards him, and at last she gave him 
swcred. Two years ago Professor Pettenkofer, of Munich, a functions. Whether our views are materialistic or spiritual, her hand. On being questioned about the change, she re
gentleman widely cclebmt, d for bis researches into the cause we must adh.·re to the priuciple that mental activity;s in· plied that she had become attached to him in vivid and oft
of cholera. in the course of his l'xperiments upon the exchange separably connected with the brain. It is the instrument by repeated dreams. For the truth of this story we cannot 
of gases in the lluman SysttllJl, gave a perfectly satisfactory which the soul manifests its activity, and, as from an imper- vouch; at the same time we do not deny its probability; and 
reply to the inquiry. fect instrument the most skillful performer can produce only any one who pleases may, as a last resort, try its effect upon 

It has long b"l'n known that the oxyg'en taken in during imperfect music, so the capabilities of tho mind are dependent the heart of his beloved. 
the act of breathing plays a very important l)art, inasmllch, upon the state of thR brain. As in sl. ep its nourishment is The excitemeut of the internal susceptibilities gives occa
as through its union witll the sllhstance 01' our hodi,'s the I considet'ably lowered by the dimini�hed supply of blood, so sion for dreams almost more frequently than the external 
vital fore

.

es are g
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cnerateil. In every process of life, however I also, as Durham's experiments upon sleeping animals, whos� 

I 
senses. By iPternal susceptibilities I mean those sensations 

in"ignificant, a certain quantity of oxygtn is consumed. It skulls l�e par,�ially opened, ' ave shown, the arLrial, that is, which indicate to us the position of our internal organs, and 
is, in a s�nse, the steam power by which the living machine the oxygen bearing vessels, are more contra.cted and less which are usually known as general feelings, and to which 
is driven, and th., llmount ust-d can be illlasured by the quan- abundantly filled than in the wakinl!.' condition, and, conse- I belong the condition of being well and unwell. In pprfect 
tity of carbonjc acid g,:nemted and set fre" in the act of ex- quently, the capability of the brain is much less. Mental ao.. health we are not anxious ot the action of our various organs. 
pimtion. For this purpose Pettenlwfel', assisted by Volt, has tivity is reduc(,d to a minimum, and especially must all com- Vve do not feel that we have a stomach or a heart or muscles, 
contrived an apparat.u�, and has tlv'reby brought to light the plicated processes, above all things the judgment, come to a etc.; but as soon as there is any functional disturbance of 
unexp,ected fact tha·,. during the day, even with the slightest pause. Still our thoughts and ideas ('.ontinue to spin them- these members, to say nothing of the pain by which it is 
efforts, we give forGh proportionately much more carbonic selves out even in sleep, according to the same indestructible sometimes accompanied, we are made aware of their exist
aCIU, or, in other words, C(lDI:iU"'" much more oxygen than law as they do when we are awake, but they lack the regu- ence by a certain undefined sense of uncomfortableness. 
we receive during the same pf'riod. lating and limiting conduct of the judgment and the un- TheEe sensations come within our consciousness during sleep, 

From this interesting fact there naturally arises the impor- derstanding. This partial activity of the brain is to dream. but, as might be expected, darkly and indistinctly. Con-
tant inquiry, by what means is this daily deficiency supplied? The dream is not a dark and inexplicable something of! nected with them in a similar manner as with the impres
Here, also, Pettenkofer's researches furnish us with a satis- whose origin we are ignorant; it is a product of the same I sions of the external senses, are certain symbolic dream
factory answer. Sleep is the prudent minister of finance, who brain function whicb is active in our waking state. Our pictures, the most common of. which is nightmare. This 
every night, by a wise economy, makes up the losses of the thoughts in dreaming depend as much upon the association orixinates in a cramped condition of the respiratoq muscles, 
day, f .. r in sleep w� not only consume half as much less oxy- of ideas as they do when we are awake. In accordance with and a consequent difficulty of breathing. Similar results 
gen as we do in the day, but we take in twice as much as We this law every idea immediately on its rise calls up a series 

I 
will follow if the stomach be overloaded, for it then presses 

do when we are awake. During sleep we lay up a store of of other ideas connected with it by resemblance of circum- upon the diaphragm, and thereby confines the lungs. When 
oxygen which cnalJks us w ithout f(-ar to look forward to the stance, similarity of sound in the words which express it, or \ we are awake we trace this disordered respiration to its cor
deficiency of the morrow. Is not this arrangement truly agreement in tbe order of time, etc. If� when we are awake, rect cause-namely, a local affection of the organs of the 
worthy of our warmest admiration? Many a state might we surrender ourselves to the influence of the la w of idea chest, and there it ends; but in sleep we are incapable of this 
congratulate itself if its financial administration were cou- association, and do not voluntarily interfere with it, it comes reasoning, and therefore, in harmony with the law of associa
ducted on similar principles. Once more we find that Dature to pass that when we hear a shot we think of the hunt, and tion, there arises from the feeling of oppression the idea of 
i s  the best teacher, giving us a lesson in llfttional economy then occurs to us the newspaper report that the king has weight and the image of a superincumbent object. We also 
from tbe philo�ophy of sleep. gone to indulge in the pleasures of the chase, and the simi- dream of heavily laden wagons passing over us, or of dark, 

We have laid down the principle that in every process of larity in sound probably leads us to think of King, the nat- shadowy apparitions emerging from the ceiling, and gradu-
life, no matter how trifling it may seem, we consume a cer- ural philosopher. ally settling down upon us. 
tain proportion of oxygen. Every motion, every sensation, In the waking state the judgment always exercises a re- Not unfrequently we find that, instead of this, we dream of 
even every thought is snch a process. If we shake hands straining influence upon the play of our fancy, and prevents some great troJlble or sudden fright, for in the waking state 
with a friend, if we look at him, or affectionately thi ok of us from joining together the unusual and incongruous; but experiences often render respiration difficult. We then 
him, our heart bt-ating quicker at the thought, we suffer the in sleep our ideas are associated in the lowest manner. dream, for example, that we are attacked by robbers; and 
loss of a definite quantity of oxyg,m; a certain portion of our When we are awake one idea f ollows another; but wh-n we when W.e endeavor to secure our safety by flight, we find, to 
body is consumed and c].anged into carbonic acid. All this are asleep, several ideas 6imultaneously pr.-sent themselves, our consternation, that our feet refuse to serve us, and we re. 
sounds horribly material, but it is, nevertheless, perfectly and, unitiug togeth .. r, form themselves into one complex main, as it w<'ore, rooted to the ground. We try to call fo!' 
true, and is sust ained by the best possible proofs-namely, whole; or, from the rapid�t.Y with which th,;y follow each help, but find that we are unable to produce a single sound, 
those arising from the economy of the human system. Dnr- other, and the indistinctness of their connection, one idpa uu- until at last, after long struggling, the muscles of reAp ira
ing sleep its task is to be sparing of oxygen, and like a wise obsprved takes the place of another, and then we see in the t;on are released from their restraint, and we awake-some
householder, who avoids all useless and luxurious indul- above illustration not the king at the hunt, but King, the times with a loud cry. 
genc�, and limits himself to such expenditure as is necessary philosopher, and thus are originated the most wonderful In a similar manner is experienced the dream of falling 
for his subsistence, it faithfully performs it, dream combinations, the source of which we seldom succeed from a great hight. It usually happens while we are falling 

But what are th�se things which we may regard as the in discovermg. asleep, and depends upon the circul1,lstance that the gradual 
]uxHious expendi,ure of our organism? Above all we must In the waking state we can, as I have already said, can up relaxing of the muscles caused by sleep is, by some momen
include in this rategory tbe whole range of the aetivity of tlw ideas hy an �ffort of the will. We can think of what we tary excitement, reversed, and the result is a shrinking back 
senses, since s11ch activity is not indispensably necessary for wisb. This, however, is not always the case. Very oft',n it of the body similar to that f'xperienced in falling from any 
the mainte1Jance of lifp. Iu sleep we may strike off with happens, as if by accident, that ilh'as springfr�)m the treasure lofty position. Somewhat different from·this is the dream of 
comfort the charge s connected whh sight. Tile muscles of of our memory to whlCh we voluntarily give further enter- flying. According to S�herner it depends upon our conscious
the eyes first refuse their service. A pe�u!iar feeling of press- tainm.-nt, or by which we are unwillingly led. to other ideas ness of the action of the lungs, their rising and falling mo
ure and heavin,1ss in the upper eyelids informs us that they distasteful to us. So also in dreams, where the voluntary tion giving to us in our dream the notion of flight. There 
are preparing for sleep, and the impossibility of fixing the calling up of any given idea is impossible, the mind is led to are a gff'at many more condaions of the body which, if they 
eye steadily upon any ohject betrays to us tbe fact that the involuntary activity by means of ideas stored up in the mem- come into our consciousn"ss during sleep, awake in us, in 
muscles which cause the convergence of the axis of sight can ory. Most' frt'quently the first impetus to a series of dream- harmony with the law of the association of ideas, a cert�iJl. 
no longer p rform their part. With the closing ot the eye- pictures is given by some marked and striking impression kind of dreams. The emotions also produee a definite im
Ids the excitement of the retina ceases, and the nerves of the which has been made upon us dUl'ing the day, or by thoughts pression upon their character. "Great joy," some one has 
eye �illk into repose. which have o<,cupu:d our minds short:y before falling asleep. written," originates a d:fferent class of dreams than great 

The :lext, organs which ceas,' their activity during the pro- These ideas are often uninterruptedly continued; but not less sorrow; and ardent love gives rise to dreams not produced 
ceE'S of falling asleep are tbe ears. Possessing no closing ap- often we are rapidly led to other ideas, and we are then un- by hatred, deep reprmtance, or an accusing conscience," 
paratus like the eyes they do not EO easily enter into a state able to detect the connection between the two. If we accustom ourselves attentively to notice our dreams, 
of rest. H, re, so to speak, sleep ha.s to struggle for its rights. When we ar,� awake the impressions of the senses are by far we shall easily perceive the confirmation of the law laid 
The best example of this we Ulay find in our own experience, the most prolific source of mental activity. But in sleep, as down. But we shall also find that it is exceedingly difficult 
if we have been p,o unfortunate, or shall I say f ortullate, as to we have seen, the senses have ceased to exercise their func- to reproduce a dream correctly. It is so for two reasons. 
jaIl asleep under a tedious lecture or sermon. After we have tions, though still, to a certain extent, capable of excitement. The imagery of dreams, in by far the greater number of 
gradually lost the thread of the discourse, and our eyes are Under strong impressions the senses of hearing and of feeling cases, is so indistinct and shadowy, and in its particulars so 
conjoying the·ir well-earned rest, the words still continue to are susceptible even in dfep sleep, but the resulting idea is inadequate, that, by the effort to l'flllaU them, we involuntar
sound in our ears, but we are no longer in a condition to almost always confused, and often an entirely different image ily bring to our help the ilnaginative powel' of our waking 
recognize and understand them. Gradually th 3y become is presented,; just as in tbe twilight we sometimes take the moments, and thereby give to them definite color and 0l).tlin6. 
more confused, and at length end in a dull and inarticulate trunk of a tree for a man sitting by the wayside. The indis- The other reason is, the innate tendency of the human mind 
murmur which seEms to withdraw itself farther and farther tinctnees of the impression made upon the senses allows the to look at all things in their logical connections. When our 
from us, until at la�t it is .'ntirely lost. fancy to fill it up in its own colors, and so it comes to pass dreams consist of a series of pictures, often connected only by 

In the meantime the sensitiveness of the skin begins to be that any excitement of the sense of hearing or feeling in the very loose bond of the association of ideas, we bring to 
lessened. In vain our friendly npighbor w, aries himself to sleep gives occasion for dreams, of which only the most gen- them by their reproduction, unintentionally, of course, a log_ 
save us from the annoyance of falling asleep by gently push- eral outline origiuates in ,,<xlel'nal conditions. There are ical connection and correspondence with real life which orig
ing 'Us and treading upon our toes. All his efforts fail. many examples of this on record. Meyer narrates that he inally they did not possess. 
Sensation, if not altegether 10st, is so materially lowered tbat once dreamed. that he was attacked by robbers, who laid him During the period of deepest sleep the function of the brain 
it will respond only to strong provocation. The senses of full length on his back upon the ground, into which they is so weakened that we retain no recollection of it, and sonnd 
smell and taste cease their activity, and so at length we are drove a stake, passing it between two of his toes; but on sleep has, therefore, come to be called a dreamless sleep. 
pretty well relieved of all our five senses. awaking he found that those two members were only sep- Sometimes we know that we h.ave dreamed, but are wholly 

At last the muscles controlled by the will sleep also. arated by a straw! unable to recall a single trace of that whi<lh h'!-s engaged our 
When we sleep in a comfortable bed we are hardly conscious Another rplates that, having a bottle of hot water placed sleeping thoughts. But shortly before we awak/l, wlJ.en the 
of this, and the best opportunity for observing it is when at his feet, he rtreamed that he had reached the top of Etna, oxygen stored IIp in the blood corpu.scles begins to bring �4e 
",earied by an uninteresting discourse, we must sleep sitting. and was treading on bnrning lava. In a similar manner, if process of waste and repair in the brain into more epergetj.c 
Who has not, been grieved to find the impertinent muscles of we are uneasy in bed and throw off the covering, we dream operation, ollr dreams become Ililore lively and connected, 

hiB h<eck suddenly refusing to carry his head upright? And that in tbe cold of winter we are wandering half clad throu.gh and. for this reaSllll, are more easily retained by the memory. 
as long as the struggle between sleeping and waking is con- the streets; or, if there is a strong wind blowing, we dream The cases $re very few in which dreams are so vi;vid that we 
tinned ,tJwre is exhibited t� the mischievous spectator the of storms and shipwreck; or a knocking at the door produces are unable to distingu.ish them from rea.} eyeJ;lts. Professor 
highly amUll�ng but treacherous nodding of the head. dreams of an attack by thieves. It is very seldom that words Jessen, a celebra.te;l physiCiii,�'to the insllJ;le, gjyes a st;ri�ing 

ThuB the :body has, l,ke a frugal housekeeper, discharged spoken in sleep are distinctly understood, and equally seldom example, itt the foUowi�g words:: 
its obligationsJ anq. �nsparingly reduced all expenditure for that they call up in the mind of the sleeper the idea they H One winter morning, between the hours of :Q.¥e a�d lili¥., 
mere pleasure and l\lA\ll'Y. }3ut this is not .. nough; it materi.- r"present. I may mention an iastance or two ill which. was awoke, as I believe, by the head keeper, who iufol'n;ie<;i 
.ally curtails the ehfl,ygefl for t]w nourishment of its tiSSUbS dreams could be controlled in this way. Dr. Abercrombie re- me tru.t too fri@ud)i! of let patient had come to remove him., 
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and at the same time he inquired whether anything required 
mention. I replied that he might permit the patient to de
part, and immediately lay down again to sleep. I had no 
sooner done this than it occurred to me that of the intended 
removal of this patient I had heard nothing, but that it was 
of the departure of a woman of the same name I had been 
advised. I was compelled, therefore, to seek further informa· 
tion, and, having hastily dressed myself, I went to the dwell· 
ing of the keeper, whom, to my astonishment, I found only 
hall clad. Upon my asking him where the people were who 
had come to fetch away the patient, he replied, with surprise 
depicted in his countenance, that he knew nothing of it, for 
he had only just risen, and had seen no one. This reply did 
not undeceive me, and I rejoined that it must have been the 
steward who had visited me, and I would go to him; but as I 
was descending the steps which led to his house it struck me 
that the whole affair was a dream-a fact, however, which I 
had not until that moment suspected." 

This exp.mple is particularly interesting from the length 
of time which elapsed after the professor awoke, and during 
which he had been thor:JUghly aroused by the act of dressing 
and going to the keeper, yet the delusion which reg:1rd'·d the 
dream as a reality continued, and at last, without any appar· 
ent cause, suddenly vanished. 

Proportionattlly more frequent are the cases where the 
awaking is imperfect, but still sufficient to induce a CfJurse of 
action corresponding with the supposed realities of the 
dream. There are instances on record where people, de
ceived by the alarming imagery of a dream, have committed 
acts of violence for which they could not be considered re
sponsible. 

An interestmg example of insubordination during heavy 
sleep is related by Buchner, in Henke's Journal of Medical 
Jurisprudence: 

"Christian Junger, a soldier of the guards, two and twenty 
years of age, and who had been three years ill the army, a 
man of good 'lharacter, fell asleep abJut noon upon a bench 
in the guard house. The corporal endeavored to awake him, 
in order to sweep out the room. Junger arose, and, without 
saying a word, seized the corroral by the breast, then drew 
his saber and made an attack, which the corporal succeeded 

• in parrying. He repeated the attempt, however, and did not 
desist until disarmed and arrested by the soldiers present; he 
then sat down quietly upon the bench. On the preceding 
day, and on the morning of the deed, he had kept guard at 
an exceedingly cold and exposed situation; the intervening 
night he had spent in playing at cards, but had drunk little, 
and in the morning, from sheer weariness, he fell asleep in 
the heated guard house. On the examination it appeared 
that he dreamed he was on guard, when a follow seized him 
by the hair, and took his rifle, upon which he drew his saber 
and made an attack upon him. Of that which really passed 
he knew nothing. He could not understand that he, who 
had always been obedient to his superiors, should hilve been 
guilty of insubordination. The medical evidence showed it 
to be a case of ' sleep.drunkenness,' and he was acquitted." 

In explanation of this case something further may be said. 
Similar results might be brought about by toil of any kind; 
but here, by keeping guflrd, and the consequent excessive ex
haustion, the deficiency of oxygen was brought to an abnor· 
mal hight, and the small quantity taken in during the short 
sleep was not sufficient to restore the oraiJ;! to its full activity. 
The oxygen still remaining was needed to supply the demand s 
of the comparatively insignificant activity of the impulses of 
the will, so that the deliberative faculties and the voluntary 
thoughts could not come into play. We frequently see this 
confirmed when we wish to awake any one out of sleep. Be· 
fore he come to perfect consciousness he throws himself about 
in bed, and stretches his limbs, until at last free thought 
again asserts its authority over the braiu, and consciousness 
is fully restored. 

But we sometimes have phenomena presented to us which 
are the opposite of this. As Aristotle hitS already remarked. 
we are often in a position during sleep to recognize a dream 
as such. An interesting self-inspection of this kind is related 

{j by Beattie. "lance dreamed," he says, "that I was upon the 
parapet of a very high bridge. For what purpose I had come 
thither I could not perceive, and when I considered that I had 
not been inclined to such performances, I began to think that 
it was only a dream. Wishing to be free from this disturbing 
and tormenting illusion, I threw myself down, in the expec
tation that I should be brought back to reason by the fall, 
which indeed happened." In this example the dream occur
red shortly before awaking, and the store of oxygen had man
ifestly reached such a hight that the organ of thought could 
act in a limited manner, while at the same time the associa
tion of ideas produced in the dream continued. 

The same thing has been observed by almost every one in 
the voluntary effort to prolong a pleasant dream just before 
waking. In this case, also, the organ of thought is fully 
capable of exercising its function, but we are in a position to 
control it a little longer, and to permit the fantastic associa· 
tion of ideas commenced in a dream to continue itself. But 
when once the activity of free thought has broken in upon 
this play of the fancy all is over with the dream, and we are 
irrecoverably awake. 

We are restored to the waking state when the supply of 
oxygen has reached its highest point, and the exchange of 
substance again comes into full operation. It is possible, 
however, as every one well knows, to be awoke before this 
by external influences. Any strong. excitement affecting 
either the nerves of hearing 01' of fee'ling or of seeing, by the 
propagation of that excitement places the brain in a condition 
which promotes a more plentiful flow of blood, and in conse
qence of this, an accelerated change of substance, which, on 
reaching a certain stage, results in perfect wakefulness. 

Sleep requires, as WI1 have observed above, that the arterial 
blood-vessels should be but sparingly supplied, and every
thing which increases ,he supply of blood to the brain not 
only prevents falling asleep, but disturbs the sleeper. There
fore, all passion and agitation of (·he ll\ind, all anxious pon· 
dering, or bodily or mental excitement-in a word, every
thing which drives the blood to the head drives away sleep; 
on tl.l() other hand, whatever takes blood from the brain and 
contracts its vessels is favorable to sleep. It is in. this way 
that cold bandagus applied to the forehead are oftHn success
ful, for cold causes a contraction of tbe blood-vessels. 

In this connection we must not forget the so·called sleep. 
producing medicines, especially opium and its alkaloids, 
among which morphia and narcine take the first rank. From 
certam experiments it has been concluded, and with g-rpat 
probability of correctness, that opium acts upon the vcss"ls 
of the brain as an astringent, and thus diminishes its supply 
of blood. But by such means as these we can secure only !L 
smaller consumption of oxygen in the brain; We cannot at 
the same time cause more oxygen to be taken in and laid up 
in the blood corpuscles for fllture use, for just in those cir
cumstances in which we are compdl,ld to resort to such 
methods of procuring sleep, the capacity of the blood corpns-

129 
mains, and some ammonia can always be found in such bones 
when decomposing. A reference to the analysis shows that 
not more than five or six per cent of organic matter has 'be(�l1 
extracted from the bone. 

3.-BoNE ASH.-If bones are burned in contact with the 
air, the greater part of the carbon is driven off wit,h the other 
combustible parts of the bone. To avoid thi& result, which 
would render the ash worthless for the use of the sugar re
fim,r, the bones are charr'ld in heated iron cylinders, out of 
contact with the air, by which only a portion of the animal 
matter is burned off. A large alllount of finely-divided char
coal remains, mixed with the bone earth, giving the valuable 
properties to the bone ash. It has become a great deodorizer 
and an antiseptic, and capable of condensing gases within its 
pores, by which means it retains both the ammonia and ni
trogen of the soil and the manure. The black color of the 
bone ash is due to this charcoal. 
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plete exhaustion of the oxygen of the system, but fall asleep, One hundred pounds of bones, ground, crushed, or dust 
if we have beeu accustomed to do so, when it has reached a (not burned), require forty pounds of sulphuric acid (vitriol). 
certain limit. For the s<tme reason we are capable of bl,ing This quantity, if acting solely on the bone phosphate, would 
awoke at any moment. There is always a res('rve fund of relllove two thirds of its lime; but, as there is �lways some 
oxygen, which makes waking possible. In those cases in carbonate of lime present, this is first acted on by the acid, 
which, through excessive wat.ching, the exhaustion of oxygen and thus some of the phosphate escapes decomposition, and 
has reached its extrtlme limit, the sleep following 'is so deep n�mains in the mass as insoluble phosphate; hence, in the 
that before a certain time has elapsed it is hardly possible to mass there are always three constituents, the amount of 
disturb it. which it is desirable the farmer should know, namely: The 

It is not always in our power to avoid those things which soluble phosphate (mono-calcic phosphate), the insoluble 
hin.der sleep, and above all it is only seldom that we can e�- phosphate of lime (undissolved bOne earth), and the sulphate 
erClse complete control over our mental states. To do thIS. of lime. These are the three important substances in a su
requires either a good deal of stoicism, or an uncommon perp40sphate, for although ammonia may be potentially pres
strength of will and power of self-government. It is said ent if raw bones have been used, yet a superphosphate is not 
that Napoleon 1. could sleep at any time he chose, and did so made or used for the sake of the ammonia; and when bone 
even during the battle of Leipzic. He had the gift not only ash or burnt bone is used, no ammonia is required. 
of controlling his feelings, but also of suspending thought at If calcined bones, or bone ash of the sugar-house, be the 
pleasure. That the last achievement is by no means an easy material used, every 100 pounds will require 87t pounds of 
one almost everybody has experienced. If some thought or vitriol; when these have fully acted on each other the mass 
plan occupies the mind we cannot sleep, and we must then would give: Superphosphate of lime, 26 pounds; gypsum, 66 
endeavor to direct our thoughts to those things which excite pounds; sulphate of magnesia,1t pounds; soda, 2! pounds, 
but little interest; in other words, we must endeavor to be- and the balance of the 187t pounds would be water and un
come tedious to ourselves. For this purpose there exists the dissolved bone earth. If the farmer uses steamed bones, a 
greatest variety of ingenious methods, and as it does not quantity of vitriol intermediate between the two proportions 
come within my plan to increase the num ber of them by this named will be needed, say 66 pounds. 
paper, I will here close with the hopa that it has awakened The usual mode of making the fertilizer is to select a good 
in the reader an interest in the phenomena of life as mani- wooden floor of a barn well covered overhead or to make a 
fested in sleep and dreams.-Ewald Hecker in the Ohemist and box floor of thick plan'k, laid tight. On this 

'
first throw the 

Druggist. bones. If not in dust, it would be well to sift the bones, and 
.. - • place the coarser part on tllis floor, putting the finer portion 

How to Make Inoue Fet'tHlzers. aside for mixing in afterwards. By this means the rough 
The United States Agricultural Department, having been bone will come in contact with the strong acid first and be 

applied to of late by many of its correspondents to issue some more effectually divided, while the finer parts can then be 
general instructions by which farmers might manufacture added to dry up. 
their own manures, has prepared the following, accom- No metal (except lead) should be used on the floor, or 
panied by such remarks as would make the manipulation in- where the acid can reach. Water equal to one fourth or one 
telligible: sixth the weight of bone is then to be poured on the bone, 

Bones are almost completely insoluble in water-practical- well stirred in with a spade, and left for two or three days 
ly so. When very finely divided, as in fine bone dust, a small to heat and fe"Illent; it would be well to use the water boil-' 
amouut is dissolved by the water of the soil containing car- ing. Then add the sulphuric acid, mixing well with a wood
bonic acid, but the quantity is small, and the time taken to en spade or board; the mass effervesces, or boils; stir twice a 
do it is great. For the useful effects of bones, therefore, the day well for two days, so as to turn the whole mass over; 
farmer must dissolve them, and sulphuric acid is alone the let it stand for two or three days to dry; add the fine bone, 
most powelful and economical m"ans for that end. It de- and mix well. If not dry" use some absorbing substance. as 
pends on the different form of bone which the farmer operates sawdust, dry peat, or dry earth, in small quantities, and mix 
on as to how much acid will be required. The sulrhuric acid well. Do not use for this purpose lime, ashes, or marl, as 
used should be of considerable slrength, and the farmer they would destroy the superphosphate and spoil the whole 
should ask for it of the specific grav'ty of 1'70 or marking work. 
1400 Twaddell. Made in this way irom bone ash, this fertilizer will yield 

When the acid reaches the bones, the mass effervesces, boils 30 per cent of soluble salts, of which 26 per cent is super
up, and becomes warm the sulphuric acid taking away two ptlOsphate of lime The manufacturer will say that there 
thirds of the lime of the bone from the phosphoric acid, is 35 to 37 per cent of superphosphate present, but he always 
which remains united with the other third, forming a super- over-estimates; indeed, 26 per cent of soluble superphosphates 
phosphate, biphosphate, or mono-calcic phosphate, which is more than any farmer wants; it is too soluble, and wi1l 
substance is perfently soluble in water, and is called soluble pass out of his g;ound too soon, especially in wet weather; 
phosphate. 'rhe sulphuric acid uniting with the lime forms 12 to 15 per cent is a better proportion for the farmer, for 
a sulphate of lime (gypsum, or plaster). So that in every heap then he has a proportionally larger amollilt of insoluble bone 
in which a superphosphate has been made there is always an phosphate in store for future use in the soil. On this account 
amount of sulphate of lime (plaster) formed, aud the plaster it is better for the farmer to use raw or steamed bones than 
forms the greater portion of the whole mass. bone ash; he has a sufficient, though a small'ilr, quantity of 

The bones which are used for making superphosphates by superphosphate pre�ent. 
manufacturers, or which may be had by farmers, are found This fertilizer will not suffer from exposure to air, but it 
in the following conditions: 1. Bone dust at ground bone. must be protected from rain or wet; it ought to be barreled 
2. Boiled or steamed bones. 3. Bone ash of sugar refineries. up when not used immediately. This fertilizer, made as di-

1. BONE DusT.-Before the bones are crushed they are rected, will be of a whitish color if made from raw or steamed 
now generally boiled for the sake of the fat, which is sold to bone, and gray black if made from bone·black of the refinery;, 
the soap boiler. It is of no val ue as a manurial agent, but is but the color of a superphosphate is of no consequence, anll 
rather deleterious, coating the bone and protecting it from no test of its quality; neither is its smell; it ought to have 
the action of the acid, and it would be advisable for the far- no smell, or a faint acid odor, if any. One tun of a mall.ure. 
mer when possible to boil the bones. made by the farmer as directed is worth two purch!lIOOd in'! 

2.-BOILED OR STEAMED BONES. -Bones are steamed for the the market. 
purpose of removing gelatin or animal matter of the bone 
for the purpose of converting it into glue. The effect of 
steaming on bone is therefore to deprive it of some of its or
ganic matter, but it must not be supposed that the whole of 
the organic matter is removed; a considerable quantity re-
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AT the great plow factory of B. F. Avery, LmNllviUe, K.y' 

they turn out five hundred plows per day. Mr. Avery: :iSI one 
of the oldest plow-makllrs in the country. He worked origin
ally, in 1825,.underJethro Wood"s.patent. 
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